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Abstract A series of amphiphilic N-phthaloylchitosan-g-

polycaprolactone molecular bottle brushes were prepared

by ‘‘graft onto’’ method. The narrow distribution of

polycaprolactone macromonomers ensures that the molec-

ular bottle brushes can self-assemble into highly mono-

disperse particles, which have the ability to get a high

loading efficiency of the hydrophobic drug, indometacin

(INN). Searching for the effective drug loading ratio, three

parameters such as polycaprolactone chain length, the

grafting content and concentration of the molecular bottle

brushes were tested to entrap INN. These encapsulated

drug particles show sustained release of the encapsulated

INN, of which 91.7% was released in 22 h at 37�C in

phosphate buffered saline. The self-assembled particles of

the molecular bottle brushes as carriers for INN can

effectively prevent the drug from releasing quickly and

prolong the release time, which is a promising candidate

for potential clinical applications.

1 Introduction

Polymeric particles emerging as promising drug candidates

have been received considerable interest in last decades

[1–7]. Different molecular architectures such as block

copolymers, star-shaped polymers, Y-shaped polymers,

dendrimers and some proteins, peptides, peptidergic mol-

ecules have been designed to be drug carriers. However, it

still remains as a challenging task for efficient drug

delivery and targeting [8–16].

Polymeric particles formed by self-assembly have

established themselves as effective drug carriers in poten-

tial clinical applications with a great success [17–20]. The

self-assembled micelles possess a number of unbeatable

advantages as potential carriers in the drug delivery system,

which may resolve some critical problems of drugs such as

poor solubility, tissue damage, unfavorable pharmacoki-

netics, poor biodistribution, etc. [21, 22]. Such aggregates

have the ability to take drugs and to release them in

aqueous solution. The hydrophobic groups serve as a micro

reservoir for hydrophobic drugs and act as a depot to

release drugs for a certain period of time, while hydrophilic

chains reduce their interaction with plasma proteins and

increase their half-life time in blood circulation. Since the

drug carriers should be biodegradable, biocompatible and

nontoxic, many investigations have been focused on the

modification of natural hydrophilic biopolymers with

hydrophobic biodegradable synthetic polymers [23].

In addition to the basic criterions such as biocompati-

bility and biodegradability, a good drug carrier requires a

narrow distribution of particle size, the ability for higher

drug encapsulation efficiency (EE) and other specific

conditions. The narrow distribution of particle size ensures

a well-controlled loading dose and a stable release process

[24, 25]. Though macromolecular drug carriers are gener-

ally more robust than small molecular one, it is a big

challenge to achieve a narrow size distribution for macro-

molecular carriers. As the unreasonably high quantities of

the carrier can lead to problems of carrier toxicity,
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metabolism and elimination, a higher EE allows using

lower drug carriers for the same amount of drugs [26, 27].

In this work, amphiphilic N-phthaloylchitosan-g-poly-

caprolactone (PHCS-g-PCL) molecular bottle brushes are

designed to meet the requirements on narrow size distri-

bution and high drug EE. Chitosan (CS) is a biodegradable

polysaccharide extracted from crustacean shells, while

polycaprolactone (PCL) is a biodegradable, biocompatible

and flexible chain synthetic polymer. Both polymers have

drawn increasing attention in drug and gene delivery sys-

tem in recent years [28–40]. In order to achieve the narrow

size distribution, PCL macromonomers, instead of mono-

mers, are directly grafted onto phthalic anhydride modified

CS (N-phthaloylchitosan, PHCS) main chain. This

approach ensures a narrow distribution of PCL block

length, which is the critical parameter controlling the size

distribution of the self-assembled drug carriers. Searching

for the effective drug loading ratio, PCL chain length,

grafting content and the concentration of PHCS-g-PCL

molecular bottle brushes are tested in this work. Results

show that PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes self-

assemble into particles with a narrow size distribution,

which indeed give a high loading efficiency and stable drug

release process. The drug-loaded nanoparticles have been

widely used for nanoencapsulation, IV injection, combined

cancer imaging and therapy, etc [41–43]. Combining the

biodegradability and biocompatibility of the polymeric

carriers and a high loading efficiency and stable drug

release process of the drug-loaded nanoparticles, the

encapsulated drug particles (INN-PHCS-g-PCL) are a

promising candidate in clinical applications.

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials

Chitosan was obtained from San Huan Ocean Biochemical

Co. Ltd. (Zhejiang, China). Its’ degree of deacetylation and

the molecular weight are 95% and 7.69105, respectively.

The PCLs terminated with hydroxyl groups with three

different molecular weight (Mw = 1,250, 2,000 and 4,000,

respectively) were purchased from SOLVAY, United

Kingdom. Indometacin (INN) was purchased from Aldrich.

2,4-Tolylene diisocyanate (TDI), phthalic anhydride and

hydrazine monohydrate were supplied by the First Reagent

Factory of Shanghai (China). The CS and PCL were

dried in vacuum oven at 50�C for 24 h prior to use.

N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) was distilled under

reduced pressure from magnesium sulfate and stored over

molecular sieves (4 Å). All other commercially available

chemicals were used as received.

2.2 Synthesis of N-phthaloylchitosan-g-

polycaprolactone bottle brushes

The PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes were prepared

by ‘‘graft onto’’ method. The isocyano group terminated

PCL macromonomers were prepared by previous litera-

ture [35, 44]. The PCL–NCO macromonomers were

dissolved in anhydrous DMF in a 250 ml three-neck

round-bottomed flask. The dried PHCS [45] solution with

dibutyltin dilaurate as a catalyst in DMF was added in the

three-neck round-bottomed flask. The reaction continued

at 90�C for 3 h under stirring and a nitrogen atmosphere.

The obtained product was poured into ice water and

separated by filtration, extracted with acetone and dried in

the vacuum oven at 80�C for 24 h. The schematic of

grafting process and the final PHCS-g-PCL molecular

bottle brushes structure were shown in Fig. 1a and b,

respectively.

2.3 Self-assembly and drug loading

The self-assembled structures of PHCS-g-PCL molecular

bottle brushes without and with the presence of INN were

prepared by a dialysis method. Briefly, PHCS-g-PCL

molecular bottle brushes (30 mg) were dissolved in 30 ml

DMF. For drug loading, a predetermined amount of INN

(20 mg) was added to the PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle

brushes solution. The solution was vigorously stirred for

2 h at room temperature and then dialyzed against water

using a membrane with a molecular weight cut off ,7,000.

The dialysis takes 2 days, during which PHCS-g-PCL

molecular bottle brushes self-assembled into particles

slowly. With the presence of INN, a portion of INN was

encapsulated into the hydrophobic cores of PHCS-g-PCL

particles, while some INN was precipitated out. In order to

get ride of extra INN which are not encapsulated inside

PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes, the final solution

was filtered and washed with acetone three times. The total

amounts of INN in the encapsulated drug particles (INN-

PHCS-g-PCL) were calculated by a predetermined mount

of INN-PHCS-g-PCL particles dissolved in the DMF

detected at 320 nm using a UV–Vis detector (UV-

2401PC). The drug loading capacity (LC) and encapsula-

tion efficiency (EE) of PHCS-g-PCL were calculated by

using Eqs. 1 and 2, respectively [46].

LC ¼ B=C � 100 ð1Þ
EE ¼ B=A� 100 ð2Þ

where A = total amount of added INN; B = total amount

of INN in the INN-PHCS-g-PCL particles; C = weight of

PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes.
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2.4 Particle size and morphology

The hydrodynamic diameters and diameter distribution of

the self-assembled particles were measured using dynamic

light scattering (DLS) carried out on a Malvern Zetasizer

Nano ZS90 equipped with a He–Ne laser (633 nm), and 90�
collecting optics. Malvern Dispersion Technology Software

4.20 was applied for data analysis. All measurements were

carried out at 25�C. Micelles of PHCS-g-PCL molecular

bottle brushes without and with the presence of INN were

formed through a dialysis method. The obtained micelles of

PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes without and with the

presence of INN are highly stable, which could not trans-

form into other states for months. Then, the micelles of

PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes without and with the

presence of INN were transferred into the sample cell of

DLS to get the hydrodynamic diameters and diameter dis-

tribution of the self-assembled particles. The morphology

was observed by H-800 transmission electron micrographs

(TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on the

dried samples. Samples were performed as follows: a drop

of sample solution was deposited on a copper grid coated

first with a thin film of Formvar and then with carbon. The

specimen was left to permit evaporation of water at atmo-

spheric pressure for several minutes.

2.5 In vitro drug release

The dried PHCS-g-PCL particles (45 mg) encapsulating

INN and 20 ml of phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 0.1 M,

pH 7.4) were put into a dialysis bag (cut off molecular

weight: 7,000). Then, the dialysis bag was introduced into a

vial containing 200 ml of PBS. The systems were

immersed in a thermostatic bath (37�C). At appropriate

intervals, 3 ml samples of solution were withdrawn from

the vials and assayed for drug release by UV spectropho-

tometer at 320 nm and replaced by 3 ml of fresh PBS.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 The synthesis and characterization of the graft

polymers

It is more difficult for the higher Mn macromonomer chains

to be incorporated into the macromolecule backbones

because of chain translational diffusion limitations or

trapping of terminal groups in large chain coils or both

[47]. In order to facilitate the copolymerization of grafting

hydrophobic PCL onto hydrophilic CS, PHCS, instead of

CS was used. This approach makes copolymerization

possible in a DMF homogeneous solution. The obtained

one end enveloped PCL–NCO chains were grafted onto CS

due to the reaction between OH groups from PHCS and the

terminated NCO groups from PCL–NCO prepolymers in

DMF homogeneous solution.

Compared the FTIR spectra of the PHCS-g-PCL

molecular bottle brushes with that of PHCS (Fig. 2), a new

peak at 1,538 cm-1 occurred in the spectra of the PHCS-g-

PCL molecular bottle brushes. It is assigned as the absor-

bance of amide ester linkage (–OCONH–). Stronger

absorbance at 2,800–3,000 cm-1 for mC–H (of CH2) implied

the successful introduction of the PCL chains. The
1H-NMR spectra of the PHCS-g-PCL copolymer in Fig. 3

also confirmed that the PCL chains were grafted onto

PHCS. The peaks at 2.5 ppm belong to the solvent

DMSO-d6. The strong signals originated from the PCL side

chain are detected at 1.2 ppm (CH2CH2CH2–CH2CH2),

1.50 ppm (CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2), 2.24 ppm (COCH2) and

Fig. 1 a The schematic of graft process of PHCS-g-PCL molecular

bottle brushes; b molecular structures of a final PHCS-g-PCL

molecular bottle brushes and b INN
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3.95 ppm (CH2O), respectively, while the broad peaks of

CS backbone hydrogens are at 2.8–4.0 ppm. The peak at

0.9 ppm is OH groups of CS. Aromatic phthalimido peaks

at 7.0–8.0 ppm are associated with phenyl ring of TDI and

phthalic anhydride.

The weight of the grafted macromonomer cannot be

measured directly. However, it can be estimated from the

measured weight of the original and residual samples. The

grafting content (G%) was calculated as follows:

G% ¼ ðWg �W0Þ=W0 � 100;

where Wg, W0 are the weight of PHCS-g-PCL molecular

bottle brushes and PHCS, respectively.

We also calculated the degree of PCL substitution and

the average number of PCL side chains per units of PHCS

with following equations:

DSPCL ¼
m� G%=MPCL

m=MPHCS0unit

N ¼ m� G%=MPCL

m=MPHCS

where DSPCL is the substitution degree of the PCL at

hydroxyl sites, N is the average number of PCL side chains

per units of PHCS and m is the supposed weight of PHCS.

The detailed results of all samples are listed in the Table 1.

This defines the structure and molecular properties of the

PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes.

3.2 Self-assembly without and with INN drug

The hydrodynamic diameters and diameter distribution of

the self-assembled spherical particles without and with the

presence of INN drug were measured with a Zeta Sizer

(Nano-ZS90) at a temperature of 25�C. Figure 4 shows a

representative result from a sample grafted PCL with a

molecular weight of 2,000 and grafting content of 91.1%.

Without the presence of INN, PHCS-g-PCL conjugates

forms particles with an average diameter of 320 nm and a

narrow size distribution in aqueous solution (Fig. 4a). The

presence of INN (10-2 g/ml) leads to an increase of par-

ticle size to 460 nm (Fig. 4b), while the distribution of

4000   3500   3000   2500   2000  1500   1000  500

Wavenumber-1

(a)

(b)

(c)

1538cm-1

Fig. 2 FT-IR spectra of chitosan (a), PHCS (b), PHCS-graft-PCL

molecular bottle brushes (c)

Fig. 3 1H-NMR spectrum of PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes

Table 1 The detail results of all samples

Sample PCL side chain (Mw) G (%) N DS

1 1,250 78.3 92 0.182

2 2,000 80.6 59 0.117

3 4,000 76.2 28 0.055

4 2,000 65.1 47 0.095

5 2,000 117.5 86 0.171

6 2,000 91.3 67 0.133

Fig. 4 Size of the PHCS-g-PCL particles (a) and the INN-PHCS-g-

PCL particles (b) mean diameter in pure water
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particle size remains narrow. The increase of particle size

by INN suggests that PHCS-g-PCL entraps INN molecules

partly in its hydrophobic inner cores and partly in the

PHCS shell because of the interaction of hydrophobic

phthaloyl groups with drugs.

The morphology of PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle

brushes was observed by the SEM and TEM as shown in

Fig. 5, which was obtained from the same samples as for

Fig. 4. Without the presence of INN, PHCS-g-PCL

molecular bottle brushes self-assemble into spherical par-

ticles with a diameter of around 320 nm (Fig. 5a and b),

which is the same as that measured with Zeta Sizer. The

presence of INN deforms the shape of the particles from

spherical to an irregular morphological feature (Fig. 5c).

Compared results from Zeta Sizer, INN-PHCS-g-PCL

particles measured with SEM are significantly smaller.

Because samples for SEM measurements are dried, a

contraction induced by drying seems normal. Nevertheless,

compared the nearly identical size of PHCS-g-PCL parti-

cles measured with SEM and Zeta Sizer, the contraction of

INN-PHCS-g-PCL particles reveals INN leads to an

entrapping of water in the particles. INN has a carboxyl

group and a carbonyl group, which can interact with water

molecules by hydrogen bonding. In the drug loading pro-

cess, the PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes easily

incorporate the drug and water molecules interacted with

drug by hydrogen bonding in the nanoparticles. The con-

traction of INN-PHCS-g-PCL particles may be partly

responsible for the irregular shape of the dried particles

observed with SEM.

3.3 Infrared analysis of INN-PHCS-g-PCL particles

The encapsulation of INN in PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle

brushes is further checked with FTIR, which is given in

Fig. 6. The PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes (Fig. 6a)

shows a distinct primary amide ester linkage (–OCONH–)

vibration at 1,538 cm-1 which confirmed the successful

grafting of the PCL chains. Pure INN (Fig. 6b) shows

strong absorption of the carbonyl group at 1,691 cm-1. The

absorption peak at 1,691 cm-1 was observed on the INN-

PHCS-g-PCL self-assembled particles (Fig. 6c). Evidently,

INN is encapsulated in PHCS-g-PCL particles.

3.4 Drug encapsulation efficiency and loading capacity

of PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes

The relationship between three parameters (PCL molecular

weight, grafting content and concentration of PHCS-g-PCL

molecular bottle brushes) and EE or LC were investigated

and the results were summarized in Table 2. It seems that a

variation of PCL molecular weight from 1,250 to 4,000

does not change the EE, while the EE and the LC show

strong correlation with the grafting content and the con-

centration of PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes (Ccop).

Figure 7a and b plots the EE versus the grafting content

and the copolymer concentration Ccop, respectively. The

PCL macromonomers have a molecular weight of 2,000.

After a flat region below a grafting content of 80%, the EE

increases nearly linearly with the increase of the grafting

content. As INN is hydrophobic, which is prone to locate in

PCL region, a higher grafted PCL corresponding to a

higher encapsulated INN is logical. Keeping a constant

ratio of 1.5 between the concentrations of the PHCS-g-PCL

copolymer and drug INN, increasing their concentration

Ccop and CINN leads to a significant increase of the EE,

which is linearly correlated with each other with a slope of

about 2.98%/10-3g/ml. Thus a further increase of the EE

may be achieved with higher concentrations of copolymer

and INN. For example, keeping the ratio between the

copolymer and the drug constant, a EE of 50% may be

obtained in a solution with a copolymer concentration of

about 13910-3 g/ml.

Fig. 5 TEM (a) and SEM (b) of the PHCS-g-PCL particles and INN-

PHCS-g-PCL particles (c)
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Fig. 6 IR spectra: a PHCS-g-PCL; b INN; c INN-loaded PHCS-g-

PCL
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3.5 Release of INN from PHCS-g-PCL molecular

bottle brushes

Figure 8 shows the release profiles of INN from INN-

PHCS-g-PCL particles in PBS (pH = 7.4) at 37�C. In

contrast to the rapid release of the free drug from a cellu-

lose membrane (97% release in 5 h), the drug release from

the PHCS-g-PCL particles is slowed down. Nearly 90% of

the loaded INN is released from INN-PHCS-g-PCL parti-

cles in 22 h. An initial burst release followed by a slowly

sustained release of INN occurs in the INN-PHCS-g-PCL

particles.

4 Discussion

The strategy of using PCL macromonomers instead of

monomers in the grafting shows a clear advantage to obtain

self-assembled particles with narrow size distribution.

Grafting with macromonomers, the total molecular weight

are not only determined by the grafting content, but also

controlled by the PCL molecular weight. With a PCL

macromonomers with a nearly mono-dispersing molecular

weight, grafting content is the only parameters that affect

the molecular weight of PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle

brushes copolymer, which can be tuned through reaction

time. Above the critical concentration, it is a natural result

that the hydrophobic PCL side chains and hydrophilic CS

main chain micro-phase separates in aqueous environment

and self-assembles into particles. The size of the self-

assembled particles is much larger than the radius of

gyration RG of single polymers (see Figs. 4, 5). With a

rough estimation, a particle with a diameter of 320 nm

contains about 50 copolymer chains. The hydrophobicity of

the building blocks and the interfacial free energy with

water make such a choice of particle size [48].

We also made effort to study the self-assembly behavior

of chitosan-g-PCL (CS-g-PCL) copolymer (the phthaloyl

groups deprotected from PCL-g-PHCS). Unfortunately,

Table 2 Influence of the

molecular weight of PCL side

chain, the grafting content of

PCL side chain (%) and the

copolymer concentration (Ccop)

(10-3 g/ml) on the EE and the

LC

Sample PCL side

chain (MW)

G (%) (Ccop) 10-3

g/ml

PHCS-g-PCL/

INN (wt/wt)

EE (%) LC (%)

1 1,250 78.3 1.0 1.5 9.25 6.20

2 2,000 80.6 1.0 1.5 8.90 5.96

3 4,000 76.2 1.0 1.5 9.10 6.10

4 2,000 65.1 1.0 1.5 8.57 5.74

5 2,000 117.5 1.0 1.5 13.10 8.78

6 2,000 91.3 0.1 1.5 9.20 6.16

7 2,000 91.3 1.0 1.5 12.50 8.37

8 2,000 91.3 5.0 1.5 23.70 15.88

9 2,000 91.3 10 1.5 39.00 26.13
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Fig. 7 Influence of the grafting content of PCL side chain (%) and

the copolymer concentration (Ccop) (10-3 g/ml) on the EE
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Fig. 8 In vitro release profile of INN from the PHCS-g-PCL particles
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under similar condition employed on PHCS-g-PCL

molecular bottle brushes, no particles were obtained. The

CS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes coagulated and formed

membrane on the copper grid rather than self-assembled

into spherical particles, possibly because of the strong

intra- and inter-hydrogen bonds between amino groups of

CS and other groups, e.g., hydroxyl groups. Thus, the drugs

loading experiments were only studied with the PHCS-g-

PCL molecular bottle brushes particles as carriers. Polymer

brushes have unique physical and chemical properties

arising from their regular multibranched structure and long

aspect ratios, which have been widely used for bioelec-

tronic applications, immunosensors, drug carriers, etc.

[49–51]. In our research, the novel well-designed amphi-

philic polymer brushes are a biodegradable, biocompatible

and flexible chain synthetic polymer, which is a promising

drug carrier candidate in clinical applications.

From weight and FTIR measurements, it is no doubt that

INN drug molecules are encapsulated inside the particles.

A schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 9 to illustrate the

mechanism. As INN is a hydrophobic drug, it should be

prone to locate inside PCL regions. This is also supported

by the correlation between grafting content and EE or LC.

Above certain grafting content, the EE and the LC increase

almost linearly with the grafting content (see Table 2 and

Fig. 7a). Evidently, PCL side chains in the molecular bottle

brushes play an important role at the drug encapsulation.

The molecular weight of the grafted PCL macromonomers

seems not affect the EE significantly. As the PCL content

instead of the individual chain length determines the EE, it

is a natural result that the variation of molecular weight of

PCL did not affect the EE obviously, provided a nearly

identical grafting content for those samples (see Table 2,

Samples 1–3).

It is surprising that the EE increases linearly with the

increase of the concentrations of copolymer and drug INN,

though the ratio between them remains constant (see

Fig. 7b). Taking the interaction between PCL and drug

INN alone is not possible to explain this phenomenon.

Here, we are dealing with a three-phase system and one has

to take into account the solvent effect and the kinetics of

self-assembly. During dialysis, PHCS-g-PCL molecular

bottle brushes can self-assemble without and with the

encapsulation of INN, while INN can either precipitate or

join in the self-assembled particles. Increasing the con-

centrations of INN and PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle

brushes provides a higher probability for PHCS-g-PCL to

catch INN during the self-assembly process, though their

concentration ratio remains constant. Evidently, the drug

loading process is not only controlled by thermodynamic

driving force, but also strongly affected by kinetic com-

petition. This is also supported by the irregular shape of the

particles with drug loaded, compared with that without the

presence of drug. Without the presence of drug, the kinetic

effect during the self-assembly of PHCS-g-PCL molecular

bottle brushes is much weaker, which leads to the uniform

size and spherical shape. The presence of drug introduces

more parameters, such as the amount and the location of

drug inside the particles, and more kinetic competitions,

which leads to the irregular shape of particles. Our results

demonstrate not only molecular structure, but also solvent

quality and self-assembling process can control the EE and

final morphology, which are essential criterions for drug

carriers.

It is important to point out that the drug EE and LC

of the PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes are rela-

tively high (39% and 26.1%, respectively), which is

higher than that of many traditional micelles [52]. These

improved properties are attributed to their regular mul-

tibranched structure of the PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle

brushes as well as the strong interactions between the

drug and the PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes.

Carbonyl groups and hydroxyl groups in the PHCS-g-

PCL molecular bottle brushes have strong hydrogen-

bonding interactions with the carboxyl group of INN.

These interactions might effectively improve the EE of

PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle brushes and protect the

drug from releasing quickly and prolong the drug release

time.

In contrast to the rapid release of the free drug from a

cellulose membrane (97% release in 5 h), the drug release

from the PHCS-g-PCL particles was slowed down (Fig. 9).

The release pattern of INN from PHCS-g-PCL particles has

two different stages. The first stage is in about 5 h, where

the amount of the released drug versus time has a higher

slope than that of the second stage. Forty percentage loaded

drug was released during this period. The first stage of the

drug release is always involving in the drugs which were

Fig. 9 Schematic illustration of

the drug encapsulation and

release
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loaded in the PHCS shell because of interaction of

hydrogen bonds with drugs, which escape fast at the

beginning. At the second stage, the slowdown of the

release is due to lower concentration inside the drug carrier

and stronger drug–carrier interactions in the PCL core. It

takes about 17 h to release the rest 50% drugs in the second

stage. This confirmed that PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle

brushes as carriers can protect the drug from releasing

quickly and prolong the drug release time. Combining the

biodegradability and biocompatibility of the polymeric

carriers, the high loading efficiency and the stable drug

release process, the particles with encapsulated drug (INN-

PHCS-g-PCL) is a promising candidate in the potential

clinical applications. For example, the PHCS-g-PCL

molecular bottle brushes can incorporate some curative

hydrophobic drug molecules to form nanoencapsulation for

oral administration or to prepare the stable micelle in the

aqueous solution for IV injection.

5 Conclusion

In this study, amphiphilic PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle

brushes were prepared by ‘‘graft onto’’ method. The unique

properties arising from their regular multibranched struc-

ture have the ability to get a high loading efficiency (up to

26.1 wt%) of hydrophobic drug, INN. Three parameters

such as PCL chain length, grafting content and the con-

centration of molecular bottle brushes were searched to

entrap the drug. These particles with encapsulated drug

showed sustained release of INN, of which 91.7% was

released in 22 h at 37�C in phosphate buffered saline. The

self-assembled particles of PHCS-g-PCL molecular bottle

brushes as carriers for INN can effectively protect the drug

from releasing quickly and prolong the drug release time.

Combining the biodegradability and biocompatibility of

the polymeric carriers, the high loading efficiency and the

stable drug release process, the drug-loaded nanoparticles

(INN-PHCS-g-PCL) are a promising candidate in the

potential clinical applications.
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